No. 9-1/2016-Rectt

Dated: 24/10/2017

To

Chief General Managers Territorial Telecom Circles, BSNL,
Chief General Managers Kolkata/Chennai Telephone Dists./NTR, BSNL,

Sub LICE for promotion to the cadre of JAO under 40% quota held on 17.07.2016- Approval for utilization of resultant vacancies arised due to declining of some candidates for the left out qualified candidates.-Reg.

Ref: This office Letter of even No. Dated 01.02.2017 & 18.08.2017

Kindly refer to above cited subject; Some Circles have sought approval for utilization of resultant vacancies arised due to declining of some candidates for the left out qualified candidates.

In this reference it is intimated to all that Since the total list of qualified candidates of all categories are available with all the Circles and thus same may be decided at Circle level with respect to the category-wise available vacancies, under intimation to the cadre controlling authority please.” Further, guidelines on declining JTO/JAO LICE promotion issued by Estt. Cell of BSNL Corporate office may also be referred.

Hence the subject matter should be dealt accordingly by all the Circles.

(R.K.Tiwari) 24/10/17
AGM( Rectt.)

Copy To: DGM(SEA): In reference to your UO Note 4-22/2013-SEA dated 09.10.2017.